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Figure 6.5 Computer-generated ZTV of a road scheme to a distance of 2.5 kilometres from the centreline 



Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

Figure 6.6 View over the South Wales valley town of Rhymney, showing 
the contrast of urban lighting in the valley and the darkness of 
the enclosing ridges 

Receptors of visual effects 

6.13 The ZTV identifies land that, theoretically, is visually connected with the proposal and 
this is refined by site survey to confirm the extent of visibility. But in parts of this 
area there will be rebrively few people to experience the effects of rhe proposal 
on views. The baseline studies must therefore identify the people with.in the area \\'ho 
will be afit:cred by the changes in views and visual amenity - usually rcfened to as 
'visual receptors'. They rn:1y include people living in the area, people who work there, 
people passing through on road, rail or other forms of transport, people visiting 
promoted landscapes or attractions, and people engaged in recreation of different types. 

6.14 People generally have differin·g responses to changes in views and visual amenity 
depending on the context (location, time of day, season, degree of exposure to views) 
and pu.rpose for being in a particular place {for example recreation, residence or 
employment, or passing through on roads or by other modes of transport). During 
passage through the landscape, certain activities or locati0ns may be specifically 
associated with the experience and enjoyment of the landscape, such as the use of paths, 
courist or scenic routes a.nd associated viewpoints. 

6.15 The rypes of viewers who will be affected and the places where they will be affected 
should be identified. Where possible an estimate should aJso be made of the numbers 
of rhe different types of people who might be affected i.n e�ch case. Where no furn data 
are available this may simply need to be a relative judgement, for example noting com
paratively few people i.n one place compared with many in another. 
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

� Residential

� - Commercial, offices

���� � Mainly retail

� Eduu1tional, institutions etr

Ll Public open space

Gardens

f :,j Stream, river

� Mainroads

• • National Cyde Network Route 4

• • Other cycle routes

Public footpath

Bridleway

• • Long distance footpath

� Landmark buildings

� The railway corridor

� Significant tree cover

Figure 6.7 Mapping the locations of potential visual receptors in an urban 

context 

Viewpoints and views

The viewpoints from 1.vhicb the proposal will actually be seen by these different groups 6.16 
of people should then be identified (bur see Paragraphs 6.18 and 6.19 for derail on 
selecting viewpoints). They may include: 

• public viewpoims, including areas of L:tnd and buildings providing public access -
in England and Wales, this includes different forms of open access land, and public
footpaths and bridleways; in Scotland, a range of recognised paths also exists, while
access rights apply to most land and inbnd water;

• transport routes where rhere may be views from private vehicles and from different
forms of public transport;

• places where people work.

In some instances it may also be appropriate co consider private viewpoints, mainly 6.17 
from residential properties. In these cases rhe scope of such an assessment should be 
agreed with the competent authority, as must the approach to idenr.ifying representative 
viewpoints since i r is impractical to visit ail properties that might be affected. Effects 
of development on private property are frequently dealt with mainly through 't:esi-
denrial amenity assessments'. These arc separate from LVIA although visual effects 
assessment may sometimes be carried our as part of a residential amenity assessment, 
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

in which case this will supplement and form part of the normal LVIA for a project. 
Some of the principles set our here for dealing with visual effects may help in such 
assessments but there are specific requirements in residential amenity assessment. 

The viewpoints to be used in an assessment of visual effects should be selected initially 6.18 

through discussions with the competent authority and other interested parties at the 
scoping stage. But selection should also be informed by the ZTV analysis, by fieldwork, 
and by desk research on access and recreation, including footpaths, bridleways and 
public access land, tourism including popular vantage points, and distribution of 
popula.tion. 

Vi·ewpoints selected for inclusion in the assessment and for iJ lustration of the visual 6.19 

effects fall broadly into three groups: 

1. representative viewpoints, selected to represent the experience of different types of
visual receptor, where larger numbers of viewpoints cannot all be included indi
viduaJ:ly and where the significant effects are unlikely to differ - for example, certain
points may be chosen to represent the views of users of particular public footpaths
and bridleways;

2. specific viewpoints, chosen because they are key and sometimes promoted view
points within the landscape, including for example specific local visitor attractions,
viewpoints in areas of particularly noteworthy visual and/or recreational amenity
such as landscapes with statutory landscape designations, or viewpoints with par
ticular cultural landscape associations;

3. il'lustrative viewpoi,IilJts, chosen specifically to demonstrate a particular effect or spe
cific issues, which might, for example, be the restricted visibility at certain locations.

The selection of the final viewpoints used for the assessment should take account of a 6.20 

range of factors, including: 

• the accessibility to the public;
• the potential number and sensitivity of viewers who may be affected;
• the viewing direction , distance (i.e. short-, medium- and long-distance views) and

elevation;
• the nature of the viewing experience (for example static views, views from settle

ments and views from sequential points along routes);
• the view type (for example panoramas, vistas and glimpses);
• the potential for cumulative views of the proposed development in conjunction with

other developments.

Issues relating to the cumulative effects of proposals are covered in Chapter 7. 

The viewpoints used need to cover as wide a range of situations as is possible, rea- 6.21 

sonabLe and necessary to cover the likely significant effects. It is not possible to give 
specific guidance on the appropriate number of viewpoints since this depends on the 
context, the nature of the proposal and the range and location of visual receptors. The 
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Existing View 

Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

emphasis must always be on proportionality in relation to the scale and nature of the 
development proposal and its likely significant effects, and on agreement with the com
petent authority and consultation bodies. 

6.22 In addition to fixed views, the viewpoints should also, as far as possible, cover impor
tant sequential views along key routes and transport corridors. Viewpoints should 
cover both near and more distant views, though not so distant as to be meaningless, 
unless it is useful to demonstrate the influence of distance. And they should cover tl1e 
full range of different rypes of people who may be affected. The detailed location of 
each viewpoint should be carefulJy considered and should be as typical or representative 
as possible of the view likely to be experienced there. The details of viewpoint locations 
should be accurately mapped and catalogued and the direction and area covered by 
the view recorded. The information should be sufficient for someone else to return to 
the exact location and record the same view. 

6.23 At each agreed viewpoint baseline photographs should be taken to record the existing 
views. The Landscape Insticuce has published separate technical guidance on phowg
raphy and phocomoncage in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape 
Institute, 2011), which should be consulted when taking baseline photographs. 
Additional useful information is also available from ocher somces.2 

Combining the baseline information 

6.24 The completed visual baseline should focus on information char will help to identify 
significant visual effects. Visual receptors, viewpoints and views chat have been 

Carslngton Pasture 
Wind Fann 
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Figure 6.9 The deta,ils of viewpoint locations should be accurately mapped and catalogued and 
the direction and area covered by the view recorded 
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

identified as unlikely to experience signi£canr visual effects either at the scoping stage 
or i.n establishing the baseline should not be included in derailed reporting but should 
be noted, with reasons given for their exclusion. A baseline reporr should combine 
in.formation on: 

• the type and relative numbers of people (visual receprors) Likely co be affected,
making clea.r the activities they are likely to be involved in;

• the locac.ion, nature and characteristics of the chosen representative, specific and
illustrative viewpoints, with details of the visual receptors likely co be affected at
eacb;

• the nature, composition and characteristics of the existing views experienced at
these viewpoints, including direction of view;

• the visua.l characteristics of the existing views, for example the nature and extent
of the skyl-ine, aspects of visual scale and proportion, especially with respect co any
particular horizontal or vertical emphasis, and any key foci;

• elements, such as landform, buil,dings or vegetation, which may interrupt, filter or 
otherwise influence the views.

Photography and 
photomontage in 
landscape and visual 
impact assessment 

Landscape 
Institute 
Advice Nole 01/l 

Figure 6.10 Landscape Institute technical advice note 
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6.25 The potential extent ro which rl1e sire of the proposed development is visible from sur
rounding areas (the ZTV), r.he chosen viewpoints, rhe types of visual receptor affected 
and the nature and direction of views can all be combined in well-designed plans. 
Existing views should be illustrated by photographs or sketches \Vith annotations added 
ro emphasise any particularly imporr::int compoui.:nrs of each view and ro help viewers 
understand what they a.re looking at. Jr is important to i.ndude rechnjcal information 
about the photography used to record che basdine, including camera derails, dace and 
rime of photography aud weather conditions. 

Predicting and describing visual effects 

6.26 Preparation of the visual baseline is followed by the systematic identification of likely 
effects on the potential visual receptors. Considering the different sources of visual 
effects alongside the principal visual receptors that might be affected, perhaps by means 
of a table, will assist in the initial idenci£cacion of likely significant effects for forrher 
srndy. Changes in views and visual amenity may arise from built or engineered forms 
and/or from soft landscape elements of the development. Incre::i.singly, attention is being 
paid co the visual effects of offshore developments on what may be perceived to be 
valued coastal views. 

6.27 In order to assist in description and comparison of the effl'ctS on views it can be helpful 
co consider a range of issues, which might include, bur are nor restricted to: 

• the nature of the view of the development, for example a full or partial view or only
a glimpse;

• the proportion of the development or parricular features that would be visible (such
as full, most, small part, none);

• the distance of the viewpoi.nr from the development �rnd whether the viewer would
focus on the development due ro its scale and proximity or whether the development
would be only a small, mi.nor element in a panoramic view;

• whether the view is stationary or transient or one of a sequence of views, as from
a footpath or moving ve11icle;

• the nature of the changes, which must be judp;ed individually for each project, but
may include, for exnmple, changes in the existing skyline profile, creation of a new
visual focus i.n the view, introduction of new man-made ohjecrs, changes in visual
simplicity or complexi ty, a!rernrion of visual scale, ::ind change co the degree of visual
enclosure.

6.28 Consideration should be given to the seasonal diffc.rcnces i.n effects arising from che 
varying degree of screeniug and/or filtering of views by vegetnrion that ,.,viii apply in 
summer and winter. Assessments may need to be provided for both the winter season, 
with least leaf cover and therefore rninimum screeni.ng, and for fuller screening i.n 
summer conditions. Discussion with rhe competent authority will help ro determine 
whether the emphasis should be on the maximum visibility scenario of the winter con
dition of vegetation, or whether both summer and winter conditions should be used. 
The riming of che assessment work and t.he project programme wiU aJso in.£luence the 
practic::1hty of covering more than one season. 
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

As with landscape effects an informed professional judgement should be made as to 6.29 

whether the visual effects can be described as positive or negative (or in some cases 
neutral) in their consequences for views and visual ameni:ty. This will need to be based 
on a judgement about whether the changes will affect the quality of rbe visual expe-
rience for those groups of people who will see the changes, given the nature of the 
existing views. 

Methods of communicating visual effects are covered in Chapter 8. 

Assessing the significance of visual effects 

The visual effects chat have been identified must be assessed to determine their 6.30 

significance, based on the principles described in Paragraphs 3.23-3.36. As with land-
scape effects, this requires methodical consideration of each effect identified and, for 
each one, assessment of the nature of the visual receptors and the nature of the effect 
on views and visual amenity. 

Sensitivity of visual receptors 

It is important to remember at the outset that visual receptors are all people. Each 6.31 
visual receptor, meaning the particular person or group of people likely to be affected 
at a specific viewpoint, should be assessed in terms of both their susceptibility to change 
in views and visual amenity and also the value attached to particular views. 

Susceptibility of visual receptors to change 
The susceptihility o.f different visual receptors to changes in views and visual amenity 6.32 

is main,ly a function of: 

• the occupation or activity of people experiencing the view at particular locations;
and

• the extent to which their attention or interest may therefore be focused on the views
and the visual amenity they experience at particular locations.

The visual receptors most susceptible to change are gen.eral,Jy likely to include: 

• residents at home (but see Paragraph 6.36);
• people, whether residents or visitors, who are engaged in outdoor recreation, includ

ing use of public rights of way, whose attention or interest is likely to be focused
on the landscape and on particular views;

• visitors to heritage assets, or to other attractions, where views of the surroundings
are an important contributor to the experience;

• communities where views contribute to the landscape setting enjoyed by residents
in the area.
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

Travellers on road, rail or other transport routes tend to fall into an intermediate 
category of moderate susceptibility to change. Where travel involves recognised scenic 
routes awareness o.f views is likely to be particularly high. 

6.34 Visual receptors likely to be Jess sensitive to change include: 

• people engaged in outdoor sport or recreation which does not involve or depend
upon appreciation of views of the landscape;

• people at their place of work whose attention may be focused on their work or
activity, not on their surroundi_ngs, and where d1e setting is not important to the
quality of working life (although there may on occasion be cases where views are
an important contributor to the setting and to the quality of working life).

6.35 This division is nor black and white and in reality there will be a gradation in sus
ceptibility to change. Each project needs to consider the nature of the groups of people 
who will be affected and the extent to which their attention is likely to be focused on 
views and visual ameniity. J udgemenrs about the susceptibility of visual receptors to 
change should be recorded on a verbal scale (for example high, medium or low) but 
the basis for this must be clear, and linked back to evidence from the baseline study. 

6.36 The issue of whether residents should be included as visual receptors and residential 
properties as private viewpoints has been discussed in Paragraph 6.17. If discussion 
with the competent authority suggests that they should be covered in the assessment 
of visual effects it will be important to recognise that residents may be particularly 
susceptible to changes in their visual amenity - residents at home, especially using 
rooms normally occupied in waking or daylight hours, are likely to experience views 
for longer than those briefly passing through an area. The combined effects on a 
number of residents in an area may also be considered, by aggregating properties within 
a settlement, as a way o.f assessing the effect on the community as a whole. Care musr, 
however, be taken first to ensure that this really does represent the whole community 
and second to avoid any double counting of the effects. 

Value attached to views 

6.37 Judgements should also be made about the value attached to the views experienced. 
This shou lei rake account of: 

• recognition of the value attached to particular views, for example in relation to
heritage assets, or through planning designations;

• indicators of the value attached to views by visimrs, for example ch.rough appear
ances in guidebooks or on tourist maps, provision of facilities for their enjoyment
(such as parking places, sign boards and interpretive material) and references to
them i.n literature or art (for example 'Ruskin's View' over Lunedale, or the view
from the Cob in Porrhmadog over Traerh Mawr to Snowdonia which features in
well-known Welsh paintings, and the 'Queen's View' in Scotland).
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

Magnitude of the visual effects 

Each of the visual effects idenc.ified needs to be evaluated in terms of its size or scale, 6.38 
the geograph.ica.l extent of the area influenced, and its duration and reversjbility. 

Size or scale 
Judging the magnitude of the visual effects identified needs to take account of: 

• the scale of the change in the view with respect to the Joss or addition of features
in the view and changes in its composition, including the proportion of the view
occupied by the proposed development;

• the degree of contrast or integration of any new features or changes in the landscape
with the existing or remaining landscape elemcnrs and characteristics in terms of
form, scale and mass, line, height, colour and texture;

• the nature of the view of the proposed development, in terms of the rel.ative amount
of time over which it will be experienced and whether views wiil be full, partial or
glimpses.

Geographical extent 

6.39 

The geographical extent of a visual effect will vary with different viewpoints and is 6.40 
Likely ro reflect: 

• the angle of view in relation to the main activity of the receptor;
• the distance of the viewpoint from rhe proposed development;
• the extent of the area over which the changes would be visible.

Duration and reversibility of visual effem 
As wirh landscape effects these are separate but linked considerations. Similar categories 6.41 
should be used, such as short term, medium term or long term, provided that their 
meaning is clearly stated with clear criteria for the lengths of time encompassed in each 
case. Similar considerations related to reversibility apply, as set our in Paragraph 5.52. 

Judging the overall significance of visual •effects 

To draw final conclusions about significance the separate judgements about the 6.42 

sensitivity of the visual receptors and the magnitude of the visual effects need to be 
combined, to allow a final judgement about whether each effect is significant or not, 
as required by the Rcgubtions, following the general principles set our in Chapter 3, 
and also in Chapter 5 in relation to landscape effects. Signi_ficance of visual effects is 
not absolute and can only be defined in relation co <:ach developmcnr and its specific 
locarion. le is for each assessment co determine the approach and if necessary co adopt 
a consim:uc approach across all the EIA topic areas. 

As indicated in Cliaprer 3, rhere are rwo main approaches to combining the individual 6.43 

judgements made under the criteria (although there may also be others): 

1. They can be seguenr.ially combined into assessments of sensitivity for c;1ch receptor
and mag11itude for each effect. Sensitivity and magnitude can then b<.: combined to
assess overall significance.
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2. They ca.o. be arranged in a table ro provide an overall profile of each identified effect .
An overview can then be taken of the distribution of rhe assessments for each
criterion ro mJ.ke a.n informed professional judgement abom the overall assessment
of the sign.ifi.cance of rbe effect.

6.44 There are no hard and fast rules about what makes a significant effect, and there cannot 
be a standard approach since circumstances vary "v·ith the location and conrexr and 
with the type of proposal. In making a judgement about rhe significance of visual effects 
the following points should be no red: 

• Effects on people who are particularly sensitive to changes in views and visual
amenity are more likely ro be significant.

• Effects on people at recognised and important viewpoints or £rom recognised scenic
routes a re more likeJy ro be significant.

• Large-scale cha11ges which introduce new, non-characteristic or discordant or
imrusive elements inro the view are more likely to be significant than small changes
or changes involving features already present within the view.

6.45 Where visual effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals for preven ting/ 
avoiding, reducing, or offsetting or compensating for rhem (referred ro as mitigation) 
shoLtld be described. The significant visual effects remaining after mitigation should be 
summarised as rhe final step in rbe process. 

Further details on mitigation is provided in Paragraphs 4.21-4.43. 

Summary advice on good practice 

• An assessment of visual effects deals with the effects of change and development on

the views available to people and their visual amenity.

• Scoping should identify the area that needs to be covered in assessing visual effects,

the range of people who may be affected by these effects and the related viewpoints
in the study a,rea that will need to be examined.

• The study area should be agreed with the competent authority at the outset and
should cover the area from which the proposed development will potentially be
visible. The emphasis must be on a reasonable approach which is proportional to the
scale and nature of the proposed development.

• Baseline studies for visual effects should establish, in more detail than is possible in
the scoping stage, the area in which the development may be visible, the different

groups of people who may experience views of the development, the viewpoints

where they will be affected and the nature of the views at those points.

• These factors are all interrelated and need to be considered in an integrated way

rather than as a series of separate steps.
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6 Assessment of visual effects 

Interrelationships with the cultural heritage topic area need to be borne in mind 

when developing the visual baseline and identifying visual effects. Specialist input 

from cultural heritage professionals is likely to be required to interpret the range of 

relevant cultural heritage studies that may help to identify important viewpoints. 

Areas of land from which the proposed development may potentially be visible must 

be identified and mapped at the outset of the assessment of visual effects. 

Digitally mapped areas of visibility should be referred to as the Zone of Theoretical 

Visibility (ZTV), making clear that the area so defined only shows land from which 

the proposal may theoretically be visible. 

Many factors other than terrain will influence actual as opposed to theoretical 

visibility. Site surveys are essential to provide an accurate baseline assessment of 

visibility. 

Both ZTV mapping and site survey should assume that the observer eye height is some 

1.5 to 1 .7 metres above ground level, based on the midpoint of average heights for 

men and women. 

For some types of development the visual effects of lighting may be an issue. In these 

cases it may be important to carry out night-time 'darkness' surveys of the existing 

conditions in order to assess the potential effects of lighting. 

The baseHne studies must identify the people within the area who will be affected 

by the changes in views and visual amenity- usually referred to as 'visual receptors' 

- and the viewpoints from which the proposal will actually be seen.

In cases where it is appropriate to consider private viewpoints from residential 

properties the scope of such an assessment shou•ld be agreed with the competent 

authority. Visual effects assessment may sometimes be carried out as part of resi

dential amenity assessments, in which case this will supplement the normal LVIA for 

a project. 

The viewpoints to be used should be selected in part through discussions with the 

competent authority and other interested parties, initially at the scoping stage but 

also informed by the ZTV analysis, by fieldwork and by desk research on access and 

recreation. 

Viewpoints selected for inclusion in the assessment and for illustration of the visual 

effects may be chosen as representative viewpoints, specific viewpoints or illustrative 

viewpoints, and should cover as wide a range of situations as is reasonable and 

necessary to cover the likely significant effects. The emphasis must always be on 

proportionality in relation to the scale and nature of the development proposal. 

The detai,ls of viewpoint locations should be accurately mapped and catalogued and 

the direction and area covered by the view recorded. The information should be 

sufficient for someone else to return to the exact location and record the same view. 

The Landscape lnstitute's technical guidance on photography and photomontage in 

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment should be consulted when taking baseline 

photographs. 

The completed visua,I baseline should focus on information that will help to identify 

significant visual effects. A baseline report may combine all the key information about 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

visual receptors, viewpoints and views, using text, maps and annotated photographs 

and sketches. 

Consideration of the different sources of visual effects alongside the principal visual 

receptors that might be affected should al-low systematic identification of likely visual 

effects. 

An informed professional judgement should be made about whether the visual 

effects should be categorised as positive or negative (or in some cases neutral), with 

the criteria used in reaching this judgement clearly stated. 

The visual effects that have been identified must be assessed to determine their 

significance, based on the principles described in Chapter 3. This requires methodical 

consideration of each effect identified and, for each one, assessment of the sensitivity 

of the visual receptor and the magnitude of the effect on views and visual amenity. 

Final judgements must be made about which visual effects are significant. as required 

by the Regulations. There are no hard and fast rules about what makes a significant 

effect, and there cannot be a standard approach since circumstances vary with the 

location and context and with the type of proposal. 

Where visual effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals for pre

venting/avoiding, reducing, or offsetting or compensating for them (referred to as 

mitigation) should be described. The significant visual effects remaining after miti

gation should be summarised as the final step in the process. 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

• Scope and definitions
• What should cumulative effects include?
• Types of cumulative effect
• Assessing cumulative landscape effects
• Assessing cumulative visual effects
• Mitigating cumulative effects

Scope and definitions 

7.1 Assessment of cumulative effects is required both by the EIA and the SEA Directives 
and by the associated Regulations. Cumulative effects have been defined in a broad 
generic sense as 'impacts that result from incremental changes caused by other past, 
present or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the project' (Hyder, 1999: 7). 

7.2 Cumulative landscape and visual effects must be considered in LVIA when it is carried 
out as part of EIA. The 2002 edition of these guidelines defined cumulative landscape 
and visual effects as those that: 

result from additional changes to the landscape or visual amenity caused by the 
proposed development in conjunction with other developments (associaced with 
or separate to it), or actions that occurred in the past, present or are likely to 
occur in the foreseeable future. 

(Landscape Institute and IEMA, 2002: 85) 

7.3 Since tbis definition was publjshed chere has been particular emphasis on exploring the 
cumulative effects of wind farm development. This results both from the number of such 
schemes requiring assessment and the potentially high level of visibility of these tall 
structures, which means chat cumu1acive visual effects in particular may be more likely. 

In Scotland considerable effort has been devoted to addressing defirucions and interpre
tations of cumularive landscape and visual effects specifically i:n relation to wind farms 
and che resulting guidance has been used widely, and not only in Scotland. This defines: 

• cumulative effects as 'che additional changes caused by a proposed development in
conjunction with other similar developments o,r as the combined effect of a set of
developments, taken together' (SNH, 2012: 4);

• cumulative landscape effects as effects that 'can impact on either the physical fabric
or character of the bndscape, or any special values attached to it' (SNH, 2012: 10);

• cumulative visual effects as effects that can be caused by combined visibility, which
'occurs where the observer is able to see two or more developmencs from one view
point' and/or sequential effects which 'occur when the observer has to move to
another viewpoint to see different developments' (Sl'IH, 2012: 11).

7.4 Trus is an evolving area of practice that is relevant co all forms of development and 
land use change, not only to wind farms. It is not appropriate to prescribe the approach 
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7 Assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects 

to such assessment since the issues related to cumulative effects depend on the specific 
characteristics of both the development proposal and the location. Those involved in 
assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects should ensure that they keep abreast 
of relevant new guidance that may emerge in relation to particular forms of develop
ment and give careful thought to an appropriate approach. Such assessments can 
become very substantial casks and chis makes it very important to agree the approach 
on a case-by-case basis, depending on the specific project. The scope of cumulative 
landscape and visual effects in particular must be agreed at the ou.tset, in discussion 
wioch the competent auth-0ricy and consufracion bodies. The EIA co-ordinator will also 
need to ensure that a consistent approach is adopted across different topic areas. 

The challenge is co keep the task reasonable and in proportion to the nature of -rhe 7 .5 
project under consideration. Common sense has an important pare to play in reaching 
agreement about the scope of the assessment. Where the competent authority and ocher 
stakeholders are uncertain about the preferred approach the landscape professional 
may have to exercise judgement about what is appropriate and proportionate and be 
able co justify the approach taken. le is always important to remember that the emphasis 
in EIA is on likely sign.ificant effects rather than on comprehensive catal-0guing of every 
conceivable effect chat might occur. Carefully chinking through what significant cumu-
lative landscape and visual effects are likely to be generated by the proposal should 
atilow a sensible decision to be reached at the scoping stage. 

What should cumulative effects include? 

Although the broad definitions above, of cumulative effects in general and cumulative 7.6 
landscape and visual effects in particular, are widely adopted, there are different inter
pretations of what should be included in a cumulative effects assessment. The EIA 
Regulations require chat in describing the aspects likely to be significantly affected by 
a development, consideration should be gi.ven to the interrelationships between the 
different environmental factors. In EIA practice these potentially quite complex inter
relationships are increasingly being exami.necl as part of the assessment of cumulative 
effects. They are then dealt with under the heading of within-project (or intra-proiect) 
cumulative effects.·1 

Where this interpretation is applied in an EIA, those conducting the LVIA may need 7.7 
co consider possible Jinks between landscape and visual effects and effects i-dencified 
in other topic areas - for example relationships between noise effects and visual effects, 
both of wruch may be related to the line of sight between source and receptor, or 
the effects of featun.'s created by hydrology mirigation measures on landscape charac-
ter. Bue landscape professionals are unlikely to have to carry out a comprehensive 
assessment of th.is type of within-project cumulative effect unless also acting as the £IA 
co-or din a tor. 

Of greater importance for LVIA are the cumulative landscape and visual effects that 7.8 
may resuh from an individual proj,ect that is being assessed interacting with the effects 
of ocher proposed developments in the area. These are often referred -ro in EIA practice 
as inter-project or between-project cumulative effects. Dealing with them requires 
decisions about what other proposals should be included. The two key questions are: 
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l. What types of cumulative effect should be considered - should they be on,ly those
from projects of the same type as the main project under consideration or include
those from other types of development in the vicinity?

2. What past, present or future proposals should be considered, either for the same or
different types of development?

What types of development should be included? 

7.9 Cumulative effects assessment can be relevant to any form of development. In order 
to ensure a proportional response to the particular development proposal under con
sideration agreement should be reached in the scoping stage, through discussion with 
the competent auchority and consultation boclies and judgement by the assessor, on 
the scope of che cumulative effecrs assessment. 

7.10 In most cases the focus of the cumulative assessment will be on the additional effect 
of the project in conjunction with or her developments of the same type ( as, for example, 
in the case of wind farms; see SNH, 2012). In some cases, development of another type 
or rypes will be relevant and may help ro give a more complete picture of the likely 
significant cumulative effects. For example, previous or planned road improvements 
or developments such as energy-from-wasce facilities are likely to be rel.evant 'ocher 
developments' when assessing cumulative effects in relation to a major urban extension. 

7.11 The requirement for consideration of cumulative landscape and visual effects is a matter 
for a,greemenr at the scoping stage of the assessment but could relate to one or a com
binarion of: 

• other examples of the same rype of development;
• other types of development proposed within the study area, including those that

may arise as an indirect consequence of the main project under consideration;
• in the case of large, complex projects, different scheme components or associated

and ancillary development rhat in some cases may require their own planning
consent.2

7 .12 In consultation with the competent authority (who in mrn may liaise wi.th ocher con
sultation bodies} i.t is also necessary ro agree rhe geographic excent (or srudy area} over 
which the cumulacive effects will be assessed.3 The work involved in assessing cumu
lative effects wi!L require the use of information supplied by the competent auchori ry 

and consultation bodies about other schemes being considered in the cumulative 
assessment, especially those still in rhe consenting system. As discussed in Paragraph 
7.5, agreement between a.II parties on the extent of such work should consider what is 
reasonable and proportional in rhe circumstances. 

Timescale of proposals for inclusion 

7.13 This section sets out how devel·opment proposals at different stages in che planning 
process, whether of the same or different types, should be treated in assessing cumu
lative landscape and visual effects. Taking 'che project' to mean the main proposaJ char 
is being assessed, it is considered that exis.cing schemes and those whi.ch are under 
construction should be included in che baseline for boch landscape and visual effects 
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assessments {the LV[A baseline). The baseline for assessing cumulative landscape and 
visual effects should then include those schemes considered in the LVIA and in addition 
potential schemes that are not yet present in the landscape bur are at various srages in 
the development and consenting process: 

• schemes with planning consent;
• schemes that are the subject of a valid planning application that has not yet been

determined.

Schemes that are at the pre-planning or scoping stage are not generally considered in 7 .14 
the assessment of cumulative effects because furn information on which to base the 
assessment is not available and because of uncertainty about what wi.ll actually occur, 
that is, it is not 'reasonably foreseeable'. But there 111:iy be occasions where such 
schemes may be included i,n tbe assessment if the competent authority or consultation 
bodies consider this to be necessary. Such a request should only be made if absolutely 
necessary co make a realistic assessment of potential cumulative effects. Ir should be 
noted thar in England and Wales guidance from the Pla110.iJ1g Inspectorate expLcitly 
indicates that nationally significant infrastructure applications should consider this 
aspect in scoping th,·ir cumulative effects (Planning lnspeccorate, 2012). 

The baseline for the LVIA itsdf will include evidence about change that may affect 7.15 
the landscape in the future (as described in Paragraph 5.18). There may therefore 
be some degree of overlap wirh the baseline for the cumulative cffrcts assessment. 
The key is to ensure that the assessment is true to the spirit of the generic definition 
of cumulative effects i.n dealing with 'other past, present or reasonably foreseeable 
accions' but that it is again proportional and reasonable and focuses on likely significant 
effects. 

There is no doubt that stakeholders, including local commull.ities, will not draw arti- 7.16 
ficial distinctions between what already exists or is under construction and is therefore 
part of the LVlA baseline, and what may happen as a result of schemes chat may be 
implemented in the futme. They will be concerned about the totality of the cumulative 
effect of past, present and future proposals. Those assessing these effects should rdlect 
these concerns as realistically as possible while still keeping the task to a manageable 
scale. EIA co-ordinators will ultimately need to ensure that a consistent approach is 
adopted throughout the EIA and that the assessment of cumulative landscape and visual 
effects is in line with this. To re-emphasise the point made in Paragraph 7.5, the key 
for all cumulative impact assessments is co focus on the likely significant effects and in 
particular those likely to influence decision making. 

Types of cumulative effect 

There are m:rny different types of cumulative landscape and visual effect tbat may need 7.17 
co be considered. They can inc.lude: 

• the effects of an extension co an existing development or the positioning of a new
development such that it extends or intensifies the landscape and/or visual effects
of the first development;
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• the 'filling' of an a.tea with either the same or different types of development over
time, such that it may be judged to have substantially altered the landscape resource
and views or visual amenity;

• the interact.ions between different types of developme.nt, each of which may have
different landscape and/or visual effects and where the coral effect is greater rhan
the sum of the parts;

• incremental change as a result of successive i.ndividual developments such that the
combined bndscape and/or visual effect is significant even though the individual
effects may not be;

• temporal effects, referring to the cumulative impacts of simultaneous and/or
successive projects that may affect communities and localities over an extended
period of rime;

• effects of development which have indirect effects on ocher development, either by
enabling it - for example a road development enabling new warehouses to be
constructed at a roundabout- or disabling it -for example by sterilising land; both
may in turn have landscape and/or visual effects;

• landscape and/or visual effecrs resulring from :i future action that removes something
from tbe existing landscape which may have consequences for other existing or
proposed development - for example an existing woodland may be felled or a
building removed, and chis in rurn may reveal views of existing or proposed
developments that would otherwise remain scn:cned.

7 .18 Agreemenr should also be reached about wht:ther the cumulative effects assessment is 
to focus primarily on the additional effects of che main project under consideration, 
or on the combined effects of all rhc past, present and future proposa.ls together with 
the new project. Some of chose involved may tend to favour a limited view focused on 
the addiciona.l effects of the project being assessed, on top of the cumulative baseline. 
Some stakeholders may however be more interested in the combined effects of al.I the 
pasr, current and furure proposals, including cbe proposed scheme. Again discussion 
will be needed at the scoping stage with the competenr authority and the consultation 
bodies about what can reasonably be expected, especially as assessing combined effects 
involving a range of different proposals at different stages in the planning process can 
be very complex. Furthermore the assessor will not have assessed the other schemes 
and cannot therefore make a fully informed judgement. A more comprehensive over
view of the cumulative effects must rest with the competent authority. 

Assessing cumulative landscape effects 

7.19 Cu.mu.la rive landscape effecrs may resuJr &-om adding new types of change or from increas
i.ng or extending the effects of rhe main project when it is considered in isolation. For 
ex.3.Inple, the landscape effects of the main project may he judged of reJarively low signifi
cance when taken on their own, bur when taken togetht:r with the effecrs of other schemes, 
usually of rhe same type, the cumulative landscape effects may become more significant. 

Defining a study area 

7.20 As with other aspects of cumulative effects, it wil I be important to agree wich the com
petent authority and ocher stakeholders both rhe approach to defining a srudy area 
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and the resulting proposed study area. The approach muse be reasonable and propor
tional in order to keep the cask manageable and ensure char rhe focus is on cumulative 
landscape effects chat are W<ely co be significant. 

There are three practical approaches: 

1. Since the concern is with the accumulation of effects on landscape character and the
components that contribute to ir, the mosr logical way co define a srudy area may
be co use the boundaries of rhe Landscape Character Type(s) or area(s), or some
tquivalenr area, rbat the proposal sirs within. This allows judgements about when
rhc cumulative landscape effects of the main project together with other develop
mencs become such as to change the landscape charnccer in the area ro a significantly
different character, perhaps sufficient to create a new landscape type or sub-type.

2. Another approach is ro use the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) defined in
assessing the visual effects of the scheme itself and the areas of overlap with the
ZTVs defined for the cumulative visual effects assessment. This is likely to be
particularly useful when rhe development in question may be seen in conjunction
with ocher developments in r.he vicinity and so may influence 1::tndscape character,
even if rhc ocher project� are not in the same cbar:1cter area. In this case a combi
nar.ion of the two methods may be most appropri:.ite.

3. A study area may be suggested by rhe competent authority ancl/or stakeholders
based on one or both of the two approaches above, or on ocher local considerations,
i.nduding views expressed to the competent authority by local groups, and supported
by dear jusrificarion.

Establishing the baseline for cumulative landscape effects 

7.21 

The baseline information for rhe assessment will usually start from the baseline for 7.22 
the main project being assessed bur chis may need ro be modi.fi.ed, in terms of both the 
extent of the area covered and the content, to aHow for the inclusion of ocher schemes. 
The process will be the same as that described in Chapter 5. For reasons of economy 
and efficiency maximum use will need to be made of existing Landscape Character 
Asst:ssmcnts but, imporranrly, new surveys may be needed if existing ones do nor meet 
the speci.fic 1H.:cds of rhe assessment of cumulative effects. 

If new surveys should be needed to cover the wider study area for cumulative effects, 7.23 
they should follow the same procedures as rhe ba.,c:line survey for r.he main project 
being assessed. The result should be a clear, wel I-structured and acces:;i.ble account of 
the landscape of the wider study area, covering its character, any division of the land-
scape inro character cypes or areas, and identi..6cation of key characteristics that give 
each hndscape its distinctive character. 

See Chapter 5 for details of baseline studies for landscape effects assessment. 

The baseline survey should also identify designated landscapes in the study area, 7 .24 

whether at international, national, regional or, where appropr.iate, loca.l levels. Where 
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there are no designations an assessment should be made of the value attached to the 
landscape using the same methods as for the main project assessment. 

See Chapter 5 for details of how to assess the value of landscapes where no 

formal designation exists. 

Identifying the landscape effects and assessing their significance 

7 .25 Once the range of developments co be considered and the extent of the study area have 
been agreed and the landscape baseline established, a map and inventory of all the 
relevant projects to be considered should be prepared. Enough must be known about 
the nature of the other projects to allow their landscape effects to be predicted and 
described. This will allow the effects of the main proposal being assessed to be set 
alongside these of the additional projecrs and the c11_mulative effects identified. 
Cumulative landscape effects, either additional or combined as agreed in scoping, are 
likely to include effects: 

• on the fabric of the landscape as a resnlt of removal of or changes in individual
elements or featrnes of the landscape and/or the introduction of new elements or
features;

• on the aesthetic aspects of the landscape - for example its scale, sense of enclosure,
diversity, pattern and colour, and/or on its perceptual or experiential aruibutes, such
as a sense of naturalness, remoteness or tranquillity;

,e on the overall character of the landscape- as a result of changes in the la.ndscape 
fabric and/or in aesthetic or perceptual aspects, leading to modification of key 
characteristics and possible creation of new landscape character if the changes are 
substantial enough. 

7 .26 The cumulative landscape effects (as with the landscape effects of the principal scheme 
under consideration) must be considered particularly in terms of consequences for 
the key characteristics of the landscape in question. Judgements must be made about 
the compatibility of rhe proposals being considered with the existing characteristics 
of the landscape - for example irs scale and pattern - and whether or nor the character 
of the landscape is changed co such a□ e:xteor chat it becom.es a new landscape type or 

sL1b-type. 

7.27 Tn order ro keep rhe task of assessing cumulative landscape effects co a reasonable and 
manageable scale the prediction of dfccrs and assessment of their significance shou.ld 
ideally progress in parallel so chat ir is clear chat the emphasis will always be on the 
most sig1lificaot effects. The approach co assess.ing the significaJ1ce of cumulative 
landscape effects should be guided by the same principles as the approach to the initial 
project assessment. Ir should consider: 

• the susceptibility of rhe landscape receptor to the type of change under considera
tion; for cumulative landscape effects it is possible that existing landscape sensitivity
studies that cover the study area could provide useful preliminary information, bur
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Fi.gure 7.1A Preliminary cumulative landscape and visual effects study area for a wind farm 
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Figure 7.1B Second-stage cumulative landscape and visual effects study area for a wind farm 
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7 Assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects 

only if they cover the specific type of development included in the cumulative effects 
assessment and the specific location in question; 

• the value attached co the receptor under consideration, reflecting in particular its
designation status, including internationally recognised and nationally designated land
scapes, locally design�ued landscapes and other valued components of the landscape;

• the size or scale of the cumulative landscape effects identified;
• the extent of the geographical area covered by the cumulative landscape effects

identified;
• the duration of the cumulative landscape effects , including the timescales relating

to both the:: project being assessed and the ocher projects being considered, and c:he
extent to which the cumulative effects may be considered reversible.

The most significant cumulative landscape effects are likely to be chose chat would give 7 .28 
rise to changes in the landscape character of the study a.rea of such an extent as co have 
major t:fft!cts on its key characteristics and even, in some cases, co transform it into a 
different landscape type. This may be the case where die project being considered itself 
tips the balance through its additional effects. The emphasis must always remain on 
the main project being assessed and how or whed1er it adds co or combines with the 
ochers being considered co create a significant cumulative effect. 

Assessing cumulative visual effects 

Cumulative visual effects are the effects on views and visual amenity enjoyed by people, 7 .29 
which may result either from adding the effects of the project being assessed co the 
effects of the. other projects on the baseline conditions or from their combined effect. 
This ill.I)' n:sult from changes in the content and character of the views experienced in 
particular places due co introduction of new elements or removal of or damage co
existing ones. 

Defining a study area 

The study area for identifying potential cumulative visual effects may be defined by 7.30 
creating ZTVs (see Paragraphs 6.8-6.12) for each project that has been identified for 
inclusion. In theory, in those areas where the ZTVs overlap, people at identified view-
points may be able co see one or more of the developments and will therefore potentially 
experience cw11Ulativc visual effects. Acrual visibili.ry does, however, depend upon a 
variety of factors, which can include topography, aspect, tree cover, buildings or ocher 
visual obstructions, elevation, direction and distance of view, and weather and light 
conditions. 

The initial study area may include all the overlapping Z
T

Vs of all the relevant projects. 7 .31 
This approach has been particularly important in assessing wind f arms, which can be 
visible over considerable distances (see Figures 7.lA and 7.lB), and so the study areas 
for cumulative effects can be very extensive. This may nor necessarily be the case for 
ocher rypes of development. 

Tht! distance between the visual receptors or viewpoints and the various projects does 7.32 
influence the magnitude of the cumulative visual effects and so feeds into judgements 
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of their sign ificance. Depending on the ty pe of development it may be considered that 
more distant views are not likely to be significant and the study area can be re<luced 
accordin!;ly. As with cumubtive landscape effects, common sense must prevail in decid
ing on rhe extent of study area that is appropriate and discussion wirh the competent 
authoriry and consu_lration bodies should assist in agreeing a reasonable arl'a to be 
covered. 

Establishing the baseline for cumulative visual effects 

7.33 The starting point for the description of the visual baseline is likely to be the same 
as for the visual effects assessment of rhe main projecr being considered, although 
amendments may be needed as the assessment develops. Assuming that relevant visual 
receptors and viewpoints have been identified and used in defining the srudy area, rhe 
baseline should consider: 

• the people likely to be affected at each locarion, the activiry they are involved in
(a.nd therefore rhcir susceptibi.liry to changes in views and visual amenity) and the
number, if this information is available, or relative number (as in Paragraph 6.15),
of chose involved;

• the extent, nature and characteristics of the views and visual ameniry enjoy ed by
those people at chose viewpoints.

Identifying the visual effects and assessing their significance 

7 .34 As a number of separate <lcvdopmencs must be considered, there is interest in the way 
in which they may be experienced. This is particularly relevant for wind farm cumu
lative visual effects assessment (see Table 7.1). Ac one viewpoint someone looking at 
the view in one direction may see all the projects at the same rime, or someone turning 
through cbe whole 360 degrees may see different developments in different directions 
and sectors of rhe view in succession. Users of linear routes, especial.ly footpaths or 
other rights of \.vay, or transport routes, may potentially see the different developments 
revealed in succession as a series of sequential views. Both rypes of experience need co 
be considered where they are relevant. 

7.35 Each view must be recorded and described at each selected viewpoint and also for rhe 
sequential views experienced on i.mportaoc linear routes, making clear the nature of 
rhe views of aU rhe developments selecred for inclusion in the assessment and rhe con
criburion of the project being assessed. Where the projects have yet to be constructed 
and may not even be fully designed, a judgement will have to be made about thei.r 
appearance, making clear any assumptions made or information used. 

7.36 The most significant cumulative visual effects may need to be iJJustrated by visualisa
tions co indicare the change in views a.nd visual amen.icy compared witb cbe appearance 
of the project being assessed on its own. The visual receptors will already have been 
identified and categorised in terms of their unportance and sensitiviry to change and 
these assessments will be unchanged unless new ones have been added specifically for 
the cumulative effects ass('ssment. The magnitude of the visual effects may, however, 
be altL:red by the add.ition of other developments and judgements must be made about 
chis. Thought must also be given co the way in which any sequential views will be 
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Table 7.1 Types of cumulative visual effect (summary based on SNH, 2012) 

Generic 

Combined· 

Occurs where the observer is 

able to see two or more 

developments from one 

viewpoint. 

Sequential 

Specific Characteristics 

In combination Where two or more developments 

are or would be within the 

observer's arc of vision at the 

same time without moving her/his 

head. 

In succession Where the observer has to turn 

her/his head to see the various 

developments - actual and 

visualised. 

Occurs when the observer has Frequently Where the features appear 

regularly and with short time 

lapses between instances 

depending on speed of travel and 

distance between the viewpoints. 

to move to another viewpoint sequential 

to see the same or different 

developments. Sequential 

effects may be assessed for 

travel along regularly used 

routes such as major roads or 

popular paths. 

Occasionally 

sequential 

Where longer time lapses 

between appearances would 

occur because the observer is 

moving very slowly and/or there 

are larger distances between the 

viewpoints. 

experienced, including the duration of views of other devel,opments in combin;ition 
with the project. 

The approach to assessing the significance of cumulative visual effects should be guided 7.37 
by tl1c sam� principles as the approach to the initial project assessment as set out in 
Chapter 6. le should consider the following criteria: 

• the susceptibility of rhe visual receptors char have been assessed ro cha.nges in views
and visual amenity;

• rhe value attached to rhe views they experience;
• che size or scale of rhe cumulative visual effects identified;
• the geographical extent of rhe cumulative visual effects identified;
• the duration of che cumulative visual effects, including the timescales relating ro

both the project being assessed and rhe orher projects being considered, and che
extent ro which che cumulative effects may be considered reversible.
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7.38 Higher levels of significance may a.rise from cumulacive visual effects related to: 

• developments that are in close proximity to cbe mai.n projecr and are clearly visible
together in views from the selected viewpoi.nts;

• developments that are highly inter-visible, with overlapping ZTVs - even though
the i.ndividual developments may be at some distance from the mai.n project and
from individual viewpoints, and wht;n viewed individually not particularly signif
icant, cbe overaU combi.ned cumulative effect on a viewer at a particular viewpoint
may be more significant.

Mitigating cumulative effects 

7.39 fn accordance with the Regulations mitigation of significant adverse cumulative 
landscape and visual effects needs to be considered. However, the possible actions that 
might be taken to mitigate such effects are some.,vbat different from mitigation mea
sures to address effects identified through the standard process of LVIA. As these effects 
arise from a number of different developments they cannot necessarily be addressed 
by measures related only to the main project being considered. 

7 .40 There may be some scope fo.r reduci.ng cumulative effects through changes to the main 
project bei.ng considered, for example by considering appropriate siting, by d,anging 
the scheme layout or by more convention:il use of planting or screening in order to 
avoid or reduce its contribution to the curnulativl! effects. However., depending on the 
type of projecr, such traditional approaches may only work for cwnulative visual effects 
in certain ci.rctu.nstances and for <.:crtai.n visual receptors. 

7.41 Beyond this, wider concerns a bout cu.mul:.1tive effects may need to be addressed through 
measures such as: 

• partnership working between developers, the consenting authority and sratutory
bodies to produce an agreed package of solutions;

• community compensation/offset packages, which may be Jinked to partnership
working;

• consenting authority action, where the cumularive landscape and/or visual effects
of the proposal combined with rhe cumulativ(; baseline lead to a need for the con
senting o.uthority to take broader. action, such o.s impJ.ememing an ovetarching
m.itig:1tion programme or amending planning poJicics based on their judgement that
the effects on recepcors have reached or passed an acceptable threshold.

Summary advice on good practice 

• Cumulative landscape and visual effects must be considered in LVIA when it is carried
out as part of EIA.

• As this is an evolving area of practice those involved in assessing cumulative landscape
and visual effects should ensure that they keep abreast of relevant new guidance
that may emerge for particular forms of development.
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The scope of cumulative landscape and visual effects must be agreed at the outset in 

discussion with the competent authority and consultation bodies. 

As the emphasis is on likely significant effects, careful thought should be given to 

what significant cumulative landscape and visual effects are likely to be generated. 

This should allow a sensible decision to be reached at the scoping stage, so that the 

task is reasonable and in proportion to the nature of the project under con

sideration. 

In EIA practice interrelationships between different environmental factors are 

increasingly being examined under the headi·ng of within-project (or intra-project) 

cumulative effects, and those conducting an LVIA may need to consider possible links 

between landscape and visual effects and effects identified in other topic areas. 

However, between-project (or inter-project) cumulative effects are usually of greater 

importance for LVIA and dealing with them requires decisions about what other 

projects o.r proposa,ls should be included. 

The scoping stage of the assessment should determine whether a cumulative effects 

assessment should consider other examples of the same type of development and/or 

other types of development proposed within the study area, including those that may 

arise as an indirect consequence of the main project under consideration, and/or, in 

the case of large, complex projects, different scheme components or associated and 

ancil'lary development that in some cases may require their own planning consent. 

In terms of the timescale of proposals for inclusion, existing schemes and those under 

construction should be included in the baseline for both landscape and visual effects 

assessment (the LVIA baseline). 

The baseline for assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects should include 

those schemes and in addition potential schemes that are not yet present in the 

landscape but are at various stages in the development and consenting process, 

including schemes with planning consent and schemes that are the subject of a val·id 

planning application that has not yet been determined. 

Schemes that are at the pre-planning or scoping stage are not generalily considered 

in the assessment of cumulative effects because of lack of certainty, but there may 

be occasions where such schemes may be induded if the competent authority or 

consultation bodies consider this to be necessary. 

Decisions about what projects to i,nclude should consider what is reasonable and pro

portiona-1 in the circumstances but also try to anticipate concerns that may be raised 

by the public about cumulative effects. 

Cumulative landscape effects may result from adding new types of change or by 

increasing or extending the effects of the main project when it is considered in 

isolation. The key for all cumulative impact assessments is to focus on the likely 

significant effects and in particular those likely to influence decision making. 

A study area for cumulative landscape effects can be defined by using: the boundaries 

of the Landscape Character Type(s) or Area(s), or equivalent, that the project sits 

within; or the ZTV defined in assessing the visual effects of the scheme itself and areas 

of overlap with the ZTVs of projects defined for the cumulative visual effects assess

ment; or an area suggested by the competent authority and/or stakeholders. 
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Cumulative landscape effects must be considered particularly in terms of conse

quences for the key characteristics of the landscape in question. 

The most significant cumulative landscape effects are likely to be those that would 

give rise to changes in the landscape character of the study area so as to result in 

significant effects on its key characteristics and even, in some cases, to transform it 

into a different landscape type. 

The study area for identifying potential cumulative visual effects may include the 

overlapping ZTVs for all of the relevant projects to be considered. 

The starting point for description of the visual baseline is likely to be the same as for 

the visual effects assessment of the main project being considered, although amend

ments may be needed as the assessment develops. 

The view must be recorded and described at each selected viewpoint and also for the 

sequential views experienced on important linear routes, making clear the nature of 

the views of all the developments selected for inclusion in the assessment and the 

contribution of the project being assessed. 

Where the projects have yet to be constructed and may not even be fully designed, 

a judgement will have to be reached about their appearance, making clear any 

assumptions made or information used. 

The most significant cumulative visual effects may need to be iHustrated by visual

isations to indicate the changing views and visual amenity compared with the 

appearance of the project being assessed on its own. 

The approach to assessing the significance of cumulative landscape and visual effects 

should be guided by the same principles as those for the assessment of the landscape 

and visual effects of the project itself. 

Mitigation of significant adverse cumulative landscape and visual effects needs to be 

considered but cannot necessarily be addressed by measures related only to the indi

vidual project being considered. Consideration may need to be given to partnership 

working, to community offset/compensation packages and to consenting authority 

action, such as implementing an overarching mitigation programme or amending 

planning policies. 
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Part 2 Principles, processes and presentation 

• Introduction

• Struct ure and content of a landscape a,nd visual impact report

• Presenting information on landscape and visual effects

• Review of the landscape and visual effects content of an Environmental

Statement

lntroduction 

8.1 This chapcec provides information on presentation techniques that may be used to com
municate the results of landscape and visual assessments. The same broad principles 
apply where LVTA i.s carried out as: 

• pare of an EIA, and presented in a similar way to other environmental topics -
landscape and visual effects usually appear either as separate or combined sections
of the Envii:ornnental Statement;

• a standalone 'appraisal' presented as a separate report to accompany a planning
application - this will contain the same type of information as for an ETA but at a
level of detail which is appropriate co the scale and nature of the proposed devel
opment.

Where LVIA is undertaken as part of an EIA the approach to presentation should be 
discussed with the EIA co-ordinator to ensu.re the content included in the main text of 
the Environmental Statement is proportionate and appropriate to the significance 
of the findings of the LVIA. 

8.2 Whether the LVIA is part of an Environmental Statement or a standalone document 
the presentation techniques must be carefully chosen and appropriately applied. 
These documents are generally subject to close scrutiny and may need to be explained 
and substantiated at a public inquiry. On the other hand the effort required to pro
duce appropriate illustrative material, especially visualisations to show the proposed 
changes, must be kept in proportion to the natnre of the proposed developmenr. 
Landscape appraisals of smaller projects are unlikely to merit rhe same level of rechnical 
visualisation as larger projects subject to EIA. The approach to presentation and 
the level of sophistication required in the i.Uustration of change should be discussed 
and agreed with the competent authority at the outset. Final production of an 
Environmental Statement should hear in mind rhe needs of those who will wish to read 
it, ensuring: 

• ease of dissemination, which may favour electconic rather than paper copies for
some audiences;

e, ease of reference by thoughtful naming of files; 
• appropriate font size and graphics to enable reading on screen; and
• attencion to file sizes to aid access to illustrations, while still maintaining legibility.
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Structure and content of a landscape and visual 
impact report 

The structure and content of a report on the assessment of landscape and visual effects 8.3 
will follow a broadly similar pattern in each case, but there will be variations reflecting, 
for example, the scope of work agreed with the competent authority and consultees 
and the likely significance of the landscape and visual resources affected. In an EIA, 
agreement will be needed on how cumulative landscape and visual effects are to be 
covered - either as part of a separate cumulative effects section of the Environmental 
Statement or as a sub-section of the chapters dealing specifically with landscape and 
visual effects. 

In view of the clear djfferences between landscape effects and visual effects and the 8.4 
potential for them to be confused, it is good practice to report on them separately. They 
may either be coveted in two separate chapters of the Environmental Statement or in 
two clearly distinguished parts of the same chapter. The choice will depend on the 
complexity of the proposal and the issues that it raises. Relevant appendices, maps and 
illustrations should also be similarly distinguished. Care should be taken to ensure chat 
the baseline information relevant to both landscape and visual effects is not separated 
too much from the identification and description of effects. In complex EIAs th.is can 
easily happen if the EIA co-ordinator decides that baseline conditions will be separately 
reported for all topics in the Environmental Statement. Placing the baseline description 
together with the assessment of the effects is usually more effective in allowing the 
chain of reasoning from the baseline to the effects assessment to be demonstrated. 

In an Environmental Statement the structure of repon:ing should ideally be consistent 8.5 

across the environmental topics, covering the baseline conditions, description of the 
predicted effects, proposed mitigation and assessment of the significance of the effects. 
Reporting may reflect relationships between topics, for example placing cultural 
heritage and ecology topics relating to historic and natural dimensions of the landscape 
next to the landscape topic, since they are closely related to each other. Reporting may 
also reflect the relative significance of effects, for example by placing the LVIA before 
topics such as cultural heritage and ecology, where landscape and visual effects are 
seen as the key issues. Text should also make clear the nature of these and other inter
relationships and provide appropriate cross references. 

The opening sections of any report on an LVIA should present basic information on 8.6 
matters such as objectives, responsibilities and methodology. In an EIA some of these 
topics will be common to the whole EIA and should be reported on in one place. Those 
specific to the LVIA, which may need to be reported separately, include: 

• the planning and legal context relevant to landscape and visual matters, including
planning policies and guidance dealing with relevant landscape matters, such as
landscape designations and any relevant landscape strategies;

• the remit of those responsible for preparing the assessment;
• the scope of the assessment agreed wi.th the competent authority and consultation

bodies, including for example study areas, key landscape and visual issu-es, any
issues omitted by agreement from the full assessment, agreed landscape and visual
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receptors, selection of viewpoints, and the scope of aQd approach to the cumulative 
landscape and visual effects assessment; 

• the methods used, including any specific landscape and visual assessment techniques
and the approach to assessing significance;

• practical constraints encountered in carrying out the work, assumptions made and
any data deficiencies that have been encountered, as required by the EIA Regulations.

8.7 The chapter(s) of the EnvirnnmentaJ Statement dealing with landscape and visual 
effects, or the separate LVIA report, should contain: 

• a clear description of any components of the proposed development that are of
particular relevance to the assessment of landscape and visual effects;

• an explanation of how landscape and visual considerarions contributed to the
evolution of the scheme's design.

8.8 Landscape effects and visual effects should be covered separately and, in each case, 
reporting should include: 

• description of the baseline conditions relevant to that topic, although if baseline
information for all topics is in one chapter, the LVIA chapter should provide a swn
mary of the key relevant findings;

• systematic idenrificatton and descriprion of the potentially significant effects that
are Likely to occur;

• transparent and clearly explained assessment of the significance of the effects;
• description of further measures, in addition to those already incorporated into the

scheme, designed to reduce significant adverse effects or tO offset or compensate for
them;

• explanation of the way that any measures included as part of the mitigation package
will actually be delivered in practice, including reference to any need for monitoring;

• a summary of the significant effects remaining after mitigation.

Presenting information on landscape and visual effects 

8.9 The choice of appropriate presentation tech.niques is crucial to good communication. 
Much of the detailed material about landscape and visual effects will be presented as 
written text supported by maps, illustrations and photographs. Writing should be 
comprehensive, covering all the material assembled in the assessment, but also concise 

and to the point and written in plain, easy-to-understand language. Above all it should 
be impartial and dispassionate, presenting information and reasoning accurately and 
in a balanced way and making clear where statements are based on the author's judge
ment. Clear and, as far as possible, standard definitions should be provided for any 
technical terms that are used, supported by a glossary of terms. 

8.10 Tables and matrices, if used and described correctly, can be effective in complementing 
the text, providing a useful summary of important information. They can assist with 
comparisons, for example between different scheme options and types of effect, which 
can be especially valuable in the early stages of planning and design. They can also be 
a useful way of making potentially large volumes of complex information more readily 
accessible to the competent authority charged with making a decision, to consultees 
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and also to tbe pLLblic. Such rabies must be carefully and consistently prepared, as 
decision makers may rely on chem to provide a summary of rhe landscape .'.Ind visual 
effects. It should, however, be stressed that these rabies, and any matrices related to 
judgements of significance, should be used ro support and ro summarise narrative 
descriptive teA't, rather rhan ro replace it. 

See Paragraphs 3.30-3.36 for discussion of using tab'les and matrices in 

presenting assessments of significance. 

Provided that they are well thought our, illustrations can often communicate infor- 8.11 

marion more quickly and easily than rext. They can have an especially important role 
in relation ro landscape and visual effects. Much essential landscape and visu;il infor-
macion can be communicated through well-designed maps and plans, and appropriate 
photographs and other illusr.rarive material. Text and illustrations need to work well 
together, with each complementing and supporting the other. lllusrrations shou.ld be 
relevant ro and support the rexr, wh.ich should cross-refer ro them so rc;iJers can relate 
the rexr ro the illustrarion or look to the illusr.rarion ro help them understand what is 
being :;aid in the text. IJ.lustrarions should support rather than duplicate the content of 
the text. 

Illusrrarions, whatever rheir form, shoLJld have a specific purpose. They should be 8.12 

designed to provide information of clear relevance to rhe assessment and to aid 
communication. Tbe amount and rypc of illusrrative marerial should be in proportion 
to the task in band and should be agreed in consultarion wirh rhe competent authority. 
It is important to show as realisrically as possible how the development will appear 
both in relarion tor.he surrounding landscape and from specific viewpoinrs from which 
it will be seen by particular groups of people. There may be specific guidance oo what 
the competent authority expects by way of illustrations in an Environmental Statement, 
which applies in particular administrative areas and/or to particular rypes of develop-
ment. This should also guide the approach. 

Map information 

Maps and plans, at suitable scales and levels of detail, should be prepared using appro- 8.13 

priate digital and manual methods and included in the Environmental Statement. They 
shouJd illustrate key spatial aspects of the LVlA, including: 

• the precise location and nature of the proposal, including information about phasing
and any associated development in other locations;

• the Landscape cha.racter of the area, including landscape types or areas that have
been identified and, where appropriate, the distribution of important individual
elements of rhe land�c:ipe rhat may be affected by the proposed development;

• evidence about the value att::iched to the landscape, i.ncludiog the boundaries of any
relevant national, local or other designations;

• the agreed extent of the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (or cqujvalenr) of the pro
posed development, ar an appropriate scale and prinred on an appropriate sheet
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size co allow foe ease of reference. The accompanying text should include details of 
how the ZTV has be:en <;onstructed including, as necessary and appropriate: 

- details of the topographic daca source and its accuracy;
- confirmation of whether or not it is based on bare ground survey or whether

other land use data has been inclu,kd;
- confirmation as co whether earth cu.rvacure and refraction of light have been

rakcn into account;
- derails of viewer eye heighr used ro calculate the ZTV;

• the location of selected viewpoinrs used ro assess visual effects;
• disrance zones indicating how far these viewpoints and different parts of rhe ZTV

are from rhe proposed location of the project;
• maps showing acc.:uratcly rhe detailed location, direction of view and angle of view

for each of the viewpoints, co be read in conjunction with the photographs and
photomoncages from these viewpoints;

• in the case of cumulative effects, rhe location of the ocher developments included i.n
the assessment, the location of relcvanr receptors, and the extent of associated Z1Vs.

8.14 Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and related software can be especiaUy useful 
in analysing and presenting information relevant to both the landscape and rhe visual 
baselines. These cools allow byers of data on a variety of topics to be collared, sieved, 
superimposed and incorporated in various ways into t.he Environmental Statement. 
Where i.c is relevant, this can be p,Hticularly useful in analysing and presenting 
relationships between baseline data on topics such as topography, soils, hydrology, 
vegetation and habitats, popuhcion and settlement patterns, trausport networks, 
land use, and historical and cultural features, as well as their interactions rhac create 
landscape character. 

Photographs and visualisations 

8.15 Phorographs can have an important role ro play in commu nicating information about 
tbe landscape and visual effects of a proposed development, although it is acknowl
edged chat they cannot convey exactly the way that the effects would appear on sice. 
In di.:aling with landscape effects phorographs shou.ld be included in the Environmental 
Statement co illustrate the:: landscape character of th.e site and its conrext. It is not 
possible to include phorographs of every parr of every different bndscape and so pho
tographs should be selected ro illusrrare a representative range of Landscape Character 
Types or Areas, and some of their imrorcant key characteristics. When incorporating 
photographs the following points should be considered: 

• The locations from which the phorographs are taken should be carefully chosen, in
discussion with the competent authority.

• Prevailing weather and atmospheric conditions and effects on visibiLiry should
norm:illy be described, idcoJJy using consistent Meteorological Office terminology,'
and any effects of the conditions on the photographs should be noted.

• Seasonal effects on the phorographs and the landscape chey are illustrating are
important and should be noted.

• Technical aspects of the phorography, including lens type and focal length, should
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Figure 8.1 Photomontage of a new building near the urban edge showing 
its appearance from a viewpoint in the surrounding landscape 
after one year and after fifteen years (extract) 

be stated with reasons given for the choices made. For further details see the 
Landscape Jnstintte's technical note on photography (Landscape Institute, 2011). 

Phorogr:iphs should be used in rhe baseline for the visual effects assessment to illustrate 8.16 
existing views and visual amenity at agreed viewpoints. The predicted changes must 
be described in rhe text but should also be illustrated by means of visualisations show-
ing, from representative viewpoints, how rhe changes in views will appear. Ir will nor 
usually be possible co prepare visualisations for every viewpoint that has been identified 
and ch.ere will need to be discussions with the competent authority and consultation 
bod ics to ensure that an appropriate number and range of viewpoints is used, allowing 
rhe significant visual effects ro be illustrated at a range of representative locations 
covering rhe types of visual receptor. 

Since the second edition of this guidance was published there have been great 8.17 
developments in d.igical technology, providing a range of options including borh two
dimensiona 1 (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) approach.es. Many different faetors need 
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Figure 8.2A-B Photomontages illustrating the effects of seasonal change on the visibility of proposed buildings 
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Table 8.1 Choosing appropriate illustrative techniques 

Step 1 Discuss the project with the client a,nd the competent authority to work out 
what is required for illustration of the assessment, taking account of the 
audience. Consider the type of graphics and presentation likely to be most 
appropriate for the proposed development, taking account of the scale and 
complexity of the proposal and taking steps to ensure that the approach is 
proportionate - there is little advantage in using advanced techniques if a 
simple thumbnail sketch may be more appropriate. 

Step 2 Explore further to determine which options should be pu.rsued, from 2D 
photomontages to 30 animation or fully interactive virtual reality. This may 
reflect time constraints, resource issues and the needs of the different 
audiences involved. 

Step 3 Consider the level of costs and benefits associated with each approach to 
enable the client to make an informed choice, bearing in mind the 
requirements of the Regulations and the requirements of the competent 
authority. 

Ste,p 4 Identify delivery dates for the presentation material and relate this to critical 
project mil:estones, such as submission of the planning application, to ensure 
appropriate time is allowed for key steps, such as delivery of Ordnance 
Survey data or preparation of a site survey, as well[ as for work with the 
project design team. 

Ste,p 5 Ag,ree with the client the technique to be used, the projected costs and a 
programme, and inform the competent authority of the approach to be used. 

Step 6 Al'low time for consultation with the client and the competent authority at 
an intermediate stage to allow for any changes i•n the proposed 
development. 

to be taken into account in deciding what form of i.Uustrative techniques to use in a 
particular project, especially when choosing between 2D and 3D techniques. They need 
to be appropriate to the type and scale of project envisaged and also to take account 
of a wide range of practical considerations. Table 8.1 summarises some of the key steps 
ro take in reaching decisions on which approach ro use, assuming flexibility in the 
resources and time available. 

Photomontage 

8.18 Photomontage is the most widespread and popular visua.lisation technique for illus
trating changes in views and visual amenity. A photomo.ntage is the superimposition 
of an image onto a photograph for the purpose of creatL11g a representation of potential 
changes to any view. Its main advantage is that i-t can illustrate the development within 
the 'real' landscape and from known viewpoints. The Landscape Institute has provided 
comprehensive guidance on this subject, noting that: 
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would result from a proposed development, and to produce printed images of a 


